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Abstract
In this part of the series I show how five-tensors can be used for describing in a coordinateindependent way finite and infinitesimal Poincare transformations in flat space-time. As an
illustration, I reformulate the classical mechanics of a perfectly rigit body in terms of the
analogs of five-vectors in three-dimensional Euclidean space. I then introduce the notion of
the bivector derivative for scalar, four-vector and four-tensor fields in flat space-time and
calculate its analog in three-dimensional space for the Lagrange function of a system of
several point particles in classical nonrelativistic mechanics.

uct will be denoted with a dot or with the symbol δ,
which should not be confused with the unit tensor of
rank (1, 1).
In conclusion, let me write out the formulae that
express the result of transporting parallelly an active
regular five-vector basis associated with some system
of Lorentz coordinates, from the origin of the latter
to the point with coordinates xµ :
(
transported to x
[eα (0)]
= eα (x) + xα e5 (x)
(1)
transported to x
[e5 (0)]
= e5 (x).

A. Preliminary remarks
Before developing the mathematical theory of fivevectors further, it will be useful to consider some of
their applications in flat space-time. At the same
time I will say a few words about the analogs of fivevectors in three-dimensional Euclidean space and will
consider some of their applications.
In the case of vectors of the latter type there
arises a problem with terminology. Since the analogs
of five-vectors in three-dimensional space are fourdimensional, by analogy with five-vectors one should
term them as four-vectors. This, of course, is unacceptable since the term ‘four-vector’ is traditionally used for referring to ordinary tangent vectors in
space-time. To avoid confusion, in the following the
analogs of five-vectors in three-dimensional space will
be called (3+1)-vectors. It makes sense to use the
same terminology for all other manifolds as well. The
only exception from this convention will be made for
five-vectors in space-time, which will still be called
five-vectors and not (4+1)-vectors.
Let me also say a few words about the notations.
Ordinary tangent vectors in three-dimensional Euclidean space will be denoted with capital Roman
~ B,
~ C,
~ etc. Three-plusletters with an arrow: A,
one-vectors will be denoted with lower-case Roman
letters with an arrow: ~a, ~b, ~c, etc. It will be taken
that lower-case latin indices run 1, 2, and 3 and that
capital Greek indices run 1, 2, 3, and 5 (the value “5”
corresponds to the additional dimension of the space
of (3+1)-vectors). Finally, the Euclidean inner prod∗ Former

The analogs of these formulae for (3+1)-vectors are
(
transported to x
[~ei (0)]
= ~ei (x) + xi ~e5 (x)
(2)
transported to x
[~e5 (0)]
= ~e5 (x),
where xi ≡ δij xj and xj is the system of Cartesian
coordinates with which the considered active regular
basis of (3+1)-vectors is associated.
B. Active Poincare transformations
in the language of five-vectors
The replacement of any given set of scalar, fourvector and four-tensor fields in flat space-time with
an equivalent set of fields, as it was discussed in section 4 of part I, and a similar replacement of fivevector and five-tensor fields, are nothing but active
Poincare transformations. Though the procedure for
constructing the equivalent fields, described in the
same section of part I for four-vector and four-tensor
fields and in section 3 of part II for five-vector and

affiliation.
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five-tensor fields, makes use of Lorentz coordinate
systems, the latter are only a tool for performing such
a construction. In itself, any such active field transformation can be considered without referring to any
coordinates and in this sense is an invariant operation. Let us now see how one can give it a coordinateindependent description.
From the very procedure for constructing the
equivalent fields it follows that any active Poincare
transformation can be characterised by the parameters Lαβ and aα that specify the transition from the
selected initial Lorentz coordinate system xα to the
corresponding final Lorentz coordinate system x0 α :
x

0α

=

Lαβ

β

α

x +a .

parameters for the Lorentz coordinates themselves,
let us introduce this five-tensor in a slightly different way. Instead of the two coordinate systems xα
and x0 α , let us consider the corresponding P -bases,
pA and p0A . Since at each point the vectors p0A are
expressed linearly in terms of pA , the former can be
obtained by acting on the latter with some linear operator, T . Since all P -bases are self-parallel by definition, T regraded as a five-tensor field of rank (1, 1)
eA and q
e0 A are the
will be covariantly constant. If q
bases of five-vector 1-forms dual to pA and p0A , respectively, one can present the tensor T as
eA ,
T = p0A ⊗ q

(3)
for in this case

Since parameters Lαβ and aα explicitly depend on the
choice of the initial coordinate system, such a description will naturally be non-invariant. To reduce the
dependence on the choice of the coordinate system,
instead of Lαβ and aα one speaks of the displacement
vector and rotation tensor. Namely, in the selected
initial system of Lorentz coordinates, from the corresponding transformation parameters Lαβ and aα ,
basis four-vectors Eα , and dual basis four-vector 1e α one constructs the four-vector A ≡ aα Eα
forms O
e α . By using
and four-tensor B ≡ (Lαβ − δ αβ ) Eα ⊗ O
α
the transformation formulae for L β and aα derived
in section 5 of part I, one can easily show that B will
be the same at any choice of the initial Lorentz coordinate system and that A will be the same for any
two systems with the same origin. For systems with
different origins A will in general be different, so by
using the four-vector quantities A and B one cannot
get rid of the dependence on the choice of the initial
Lorentz coordinate system completely.
To obtain a completely coordinate-independent description of a given active Poincare transformation,
let us construct in the selected Lorentz coordinate
system a five-tensor field T which in the P -basis associated with these coordinates has the following constant components:
 α
T β = Λαβ , T 5α = 0
(4)
T β5 = aβ ,
T 55 = 1,

eB , pA > = p0A .
T (pA ) ≡ p0B < q
Furthermore,
e0 A , p0B > q
eB = q
eA ,
T (e
q0 A ) = < q
so when acting on 1-forms, the operator T performs
the reverse transformation. The inverse of T is ape0 A .
parently T −1 = pA ⊗ q
It is not difficult to prove that the field T defined
this way will be the same at any choice of the initial P -basis. Indeed, when acting on the fields pA
of the initial P -basis, the operator T performs the
considered active field transformation, and since this
transformation is linear, T will act the same way on
all other covariantly constant five-vector fields, including the basis fields of any other P -basis.
Let us now find the components of T and T −1 in
eB . Since
the basis pA ⊗ q
p0α = pβ Λβα + aα p5 and p05 = p5 ,
one has
T

eα + p5 ⊗ q
e5
= (pβ Λβα + aα p5 ) ⊗ q
β
α
β
e · Λ β + p5 ⊗ q
e · aβ
= pα ⊗ q
e5 · 0 + p5 ⊗ q
e5 · 1,
+ pα ⊗ q

so in this basis the compoents of T are given by formulae (4). In a similar manner one can find the comwhere aβ ≡ gβσ aσ and Λαβ ≡ (L−1 )αβ is the inverse of
ponents of T −1 :
the 4×4 matrix Lαβ . As it has been shown in section 5

A
of part I, the quantities T B
transform as components
(T −1 )αβ = Lαβ ,
(T −1 )α5 = 0
γ
of a five-tensor of rank (1, 1), and consequently the
(T −1 )5β = − aγ L β , (T −1 )55 = 1.
field T will be the same at any choice of the initial
Lorentz coordinate system.
One should not mix the latter up with the quantities
To understand why the components of T are con α
T β = Lαβ , T 5α = aβ
structed from the transformation parameters for co(5)
T β5 = 0,
T 55 = 1
variant coordinates and not from the transformation
2

Let us now observe that according to formulae (8)
constructed from the transformation parameters for
the Lorentz coordinates themselves. What the latter and (9), S can be obtained from a completely contravariant five-tensor of rank 2 by lowering one of the
are is explained in Appendix.
indices of the latter with gαβ . Indeed, denoting this
Let us now consider an infinitesimal Poincare contravariant five-tensor as R, by virtue of formulae
transformation. In this case the matrix Lαβ in for- (9) one has
mula (3) can be presented as
eβ ,
RAB pA ⊗ ϑg (pB ) = (pα Rαβ + p5 R5β ) ⊗ q
α
α
α
L β = δ β + ω β,
where RAβ ≡ RAξ gξβ , and comparing the right-hand
where ω αβ are infinitesimals that satisfy the condition side of the latter equation with formula (8) one finds
that
ωαβ + ωβα = 0,
(6)
Rαβ = ω αξ g ξβ ≡ ω αβ and R5β = − aβ .
(11)
where ωαβ ≡ gασ ω σβ . The parameters aα in formula
(3) are also infinitesimals and accordingly the field T The components RA5 are not fixed by the compothat describes this infinitesimal Poincare transforma- nents of S and can be selected arbitrarily. A partiction can be presented as
ularly convenient choice is
T = 1 − S,

Rα5 = − R5α = aα and R55 = 0.

where 1 is the unity five-tensor and tensor S has the
components

(12)

In this case R becomes completely antisymmetric and
consequently has only 10 independent components,
i.e. exactly as many as does the five-tensor S . Since
S αβ = ω αβ , S 5β = − aβ , S A5 = 0,
(7) antisymmetry is an invariant property, equations (12)
will hold in any five-vector basis. Moreover, R will
and therefore
be a covariantly constant field. By analogy with the
α
β
e .
S = (pα ω β − p5 aβ ) ⊗ q
(8) formula for generators of Lorentz transformations for
four-vectors, the relation between R and S can be
It is evident that the latter expression for S will be presented as
valid in any P -basis.
KL
1
(MKL )AB = −R|KL| (MKL )AB , (13)
SA
B =− 2 R
In view of condition (6), it is more convenient to
deal not with S itself, but with the corresponding fivetensor whose indices are either both lower or both up- where, as usual, the vertical bars around the indices
per. It is essential that this latter five-tensor should mean that summation extends only over K < L, and
be related to S by the map ϑg and not by ϑh (see their the quantities
definition in section 3 of Part II), for the quantities
A
(MKL )AB ≡ δ A
(14)
L gKB − δ K gLB
ωαβ in the left-hand side of equation (6) are obtained
from parameters ω αβ by contraction with the matrix are the analogs of the Lorentz generators (Mµν )α ≡
β
gαβ , not hAB . (Besides, if one lowers or raises an δ α gµβ − δ α gνβ .
ν
µ
index of S with hAB , one will obtain a covariantly
As any other five-vector bivector, R can be innonconstant tensor field.) Since
variantly decomposed into a part made only of fivevectors from Z and a part which is the wedge product
eβ ηβα and ϑg (p5 ) = 0,
ϑg (pα ) = q
(9) of a five-vector from E with some other five-vector.
the completely covariant tensor related to S by ϑg is In the following these two parts of R will be called
its Z- and E-components, respectively. Since Z is
α
β
α
β
e = ωαβ q
e ⊗q
e ,
ϑg (pα ω β − p5 aβ ) ⊗ q
(10) isomorphic to V4 , at each space-time point to the Zcomponent of R one can put into correspondence a
and is apparently the five-vector equivalent of the certain four-vector bivector, which, as is seen from
completely covariant four-tensor of infinitesimal ro- equation (11), is the completely contravariant form
eα ⊗O
e β . However, tensor (10) has of the infinitesimal rotation four-tensor R introduced
tation: R = ωαβ O
only six independent components (which is a conse- above and which for this reason I will denote with
quence of ϑg being noninjective) and therefore does the same letter. It is easy to check that the fournot describe the considered infinitesimal Poincare tensor field R obtained this way is covariantly constant and that if Eα is some four-vector basis and eA
transformation completely.
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is the associated active regular five-vector basis, then
the components of R in the basis Eα ⊗ Eβ equal the
components Rαβ of R in the basis eA ⊗ eB .
In a similar way, since the maximal vector space
of simple bivectors over V5 with the direction vector
from E is isomorphic to V4 , at each space-time point
to the E-component of R one can put into correspondence a certain four-vector A. For practical reasons,
it is more convenient to establish the isomorphism
between the above two vector spaces not as it has
been done in section 3 of part II, but in a slightly
different way: supposing that the space of bivectors
is endowed not with the inner product induced by h,
but with the inner product differing from the latter
by the factor ξ −1 . In this case the components of A
in the basis Eα will equal the components Rα5 of R
in the basis eA ⊗ eB , so A itself will coincide with the
infinitesimal displacement four-vector. At R 6= 0 the
four-vector field A will not be covariantly constant,
which is in agreement with the fact that the values of
R and A at any given point Q determine the rotation
and translation of a Lorentz coordinate system with
the origin at Q that one has to make to perform the
considered active Poincare transformation.

the infinitesimal transformation that corresponds to
the change in the body position over the time dt to
the magnitude of this time interval:
W ≡ R(dt)/dt.

(15)

In the following, W will be referred to as the velocity
bivector of the body.
As in the case of R, at every point in space one
can put into correspondence to W a pair consisting
~ , and
of a three-vector, which will be denoted as −V
of a three-vector bivector. Since the space is threedimensional, it is more convenient to deal not with
the latter bivector itself, but with the three-vector
~ If ~eΘ is some
dual to it, which I will denote as Ω.
~ i is the
active regular basis of (3+1)-vectors and E
associated three-vector basis, then the components of
~ and Ω
~ in the latter are related to the components
V
of W in the basis ~eΘ ⊗ ~eΣ in the following way:

W 5i = − W i5 = V i
(16)
W ij = − W ji = ijk Ωk .
It is not difficult to show that at each point in space
~ coincides with the translational velocity of a frame
V
rigitly fixed to the body and with the origin at that
~ can be shown to coincide with the
point. Similarly, Ω
angular velocity of this frame.
Let us introduce in space an arbitrary system of
~ and
Cartesian coordinates and consider the vectors V
i
~
Ω at the point with coordinates x . Since the field R
is covariantly constant, so is the field W , and consequently the value of W at the considered point can be
obtained by transporting parallelly to this point the
value of W at the origin. By using formulae (2) one
can easily find that in the O-basis associated with the
selected coordinates,

W 5j (x) = W 5j (0) + xi W ij (0)
W ij (x) = W ij (0),

C. Motion of a perfectly rigit body
in the language of three-plus-one-vectors
Everything that has been said above about the description of active Poincare transformations in flat
space-time in terms of five-tensors can be applied,
with obvious modifications, to the case of flat threedimensional Euclidean space. Instead of five-vectors
one should now speak about (3+1)-vectors and instead of Poincare transformations, about transformations from the group of motions of three-dimensional
Euclidean space. I will now show how the formalism developed in the previous section can be applied
for describing the motion of a perfectly rigit body in
classical nonrelativistic mechanics. In order not to
introduce new notations, I will denote the analogs of
tensors T and R in three-dimensional space with the
same symbols.
Owing to the absolute rigidity of the body in question, its motion can be viewed as an active transformation of the fields (discrete or continuous) that
describe the distribution of matter inside the body—
a transformation that develops in time. Accordingly,
the change in the position of the body that occurs
over a finite time period t can be described invariantly with a certain (3+1)-tensor, T (t), and the rate
of this change can be described with a certain antisymmetric (3+1)-tensor, W , equal to the ratio of the
(3+1)-tensor R(dt) that describes to the first order

~ and Ω
~ for those
and substituting the components of V
of W , one obtains
 i
V (x) = V i (0) + ijk Ωj (0) xk
Ωi (x) = Ωi (0).
~ and Ω
~ have at a
In view of the meaning the vectors V
given point, from the latter formulae follows the wellknown rule for transformation of translational and
angular veclocities as one transfers the origin of the
moving frame for which they are defined to another
point:
~0 =V
~ +Ω
~ ×X
~ and Ω
~ 0 = Ω,
~
V
4

(17)

~ is the position vector that connects the old where the particle is located to O. Thus, for every
where X
origin with the new one.
particle
Let us now suppose that there is a particle of the
Ekin. = 21 (II transported ) 5i5j V i V j
body at the point with coordinates xi . Since at any
|jk|
(20)
+ (II transported ) 5ijk V i  l Ωl
given moment, the velocity of this particle coincides
|ij| |kl|
transported
m n
1
with the translational veclocity of the frame con+ 2 (II
) ijkl  m  n Ω Ω ,
nected to the body with the origin at that point, from
and the kinetic energy of the body as a whole is the
equations (17) follows another well-known relation:
sum of the expressions in the right-hand side of this
~ +Ω
~ × ~r,
~v = V
formula, taken over all the particles. If the considered
particle is located at the point with coordinates xi ,
where ~v is the particle velocity and ~r is its position
~ and Ω
~ are then by using formulae (2) one can easily find that
vector relative to the frame for which V
defined.
(II transported ) 5i5j = m δij
Let us now consider the expression for kinetic en|jk|
(II transported ) 5ijk  l = m ilj xj
(21)
ergy. As one knows, in the general case the latter can
|ij|
|kl|
(II transported ) ijkl  m  n
be presented as a sum of three terms: (i) a term bi= m (δmn xi xi − xm xn ),
~ and independent of Ω,
~ (ii) a term bilinear
linear in V
~ and independent of V
~ , and (iii) a term linear
in Ω
and substituting these expressions into formula (20),
~
~
both in V and in Ω. Since with respect to the three- one obtains the usual expression for the kinetic energy
~ and Ω:
~
dimensional space the kinetic energy is a scalar, the of a rigit body in terms of V
above means that in terms of (3+1)-tensors it can be
X
X
~ )2 + V
~ · Ω×(
~
presented in the following form:
m) (V
m~r)+ 21 Iij Ωi Ωj ,
Ekin. = 21 (
IΓ∆ΘΣ W |Γ∆| W |ΘΣ| ,

(18) where the sum goes over all the particles and
X
where IΓ∆ΘΣ are components of some (3+1)-tensor
I
≡
m (δij xk xk − xi xj ).
ij
of rank 4, which by definition have the following symmetry properties:
Thus, the moments of inertia of the body with respect
to O can be found by dualizing
IΓ∆ΘΣ = IΘΣΓ∆
Pthe ijkl-components
of the summary (3+1)-tensor
I at O with respect
and
to the indices i and j and with respect to the indices
IΓ∆ΘΣ = − I∆ΓΘΣ = − IΓ∆ΣΘ .
k and l by using the three-dimensional  tensor. To
It is obvious that the kinetic energy of a single particle find the moments of inertia relative to any other
P point
0
O
,
one
should
simply
transport
the
tensor
I from
can be presented in the same form. By comparing
0
O
to
O
according
to
the
rules
of
parallel
transport
the right-hand side of formula (18) with the usual
expression for the kinetic energy of a point particle for (3+1)-tensors and dualize its ijkl-components at
in classical nonrelativistic mechanics, and considering that point.
Tensor I can be contracted with only one sample of
~
that at the point where the particle is located, V
tensor
W . One will then obtain a completely covaricoincides with the particle velocity vector, one finds
ant
antisymmetric
(3+1)-tensor of rank two, which I
that in this case
will denote as M , with the components
I 5i5j = − I i55j = − I 5ij5 = I i5j5 = m · δij , (19)
MΓ∆ = IΓ∆ΘΞ W |ΘΞ| .
(22)
where m is the particle mass, and all other components of I are zero (here and below I omit the indices As in the case of R and W , at each point in space
that numerate the particles). To express the kinetic one can put into correspondence to M a certain pair
energy of the body as a whole in terms of the veloci- consisting of a three-vector 1-form and a three-vector
~ and Ω
~ that correspond to some moving frame 2-form. For practical reasons it is convenient first to
ties V
with the origin at point O, let us make use of the fact replace the 2-form with the 1-form dual to it, thereby
that the contraction of (3+1)-tensors is conserved by obtaining instead of the original pair a pair consisting
parallel transport, so the kinetic energy of a given of two three-vector 1-forms, and then replace these
particle of the body equals the contraction of two latter 1-forms with the corresponding three-vectors.
samples of tensor W at O with the tensor I corre- As a result, to M there will correspond a pair consistsponding to this particle, transported from the point ing of two three-vectors, which I will denote as −P~
Ekin. =

1
2

5

~ . If oeΣ is the basis of three-plus-one-vector
and M
1-forms dual to the basis ~eΘ introduced above, then
~ in the associated threethe components of P~ and M
~ i will be related to the components of
vector basis E
M in the basis oeΘ ⊗ oeΣ as follows:
P i = δ ij M5j and M i =

1
2

other point in space. This transport will result in
e
that M will acquire a nonzero Z-component,
which
will be exactly the angular momentum of the particle
relative to the point where M has been transported
to.
In order to calculate the momentum–angular momentum tensor for a system of point particles, one
should first transport the tensors M corresponding
to all the particles to one point in space. It is at
this stage that the tensors M of individual partie
cles will acquire nonzero Z-components,
which, when
summed up, will give the total angular momentum of
the system relative to the selected point. In the particular case where the system is a rigit body, its total momentum and total angular momentum can be
~ and Ω
~ correexpressed in terms of the velocities V
sponding to some frame connected to the body, with
the origin at point O. To do this, one should follow
the same procedure that has been used above for calculating the kinetic energy: one should transport the
tensors I corresponding to individual particles of the
body to P
O, sum them up there, and then contract
the sum
I with the velocity bivector of the body
at that point. As a result, one will obtain the usual
expressions for momentum and angular momentum
~ and Ω,
~ which I will
of the rigit body in terms of V
not present here.
Let us now discuss the equations of motion. In the
case of a single point particle one has:

ijk Mjk .

Let us now calculate M for a single point particle.
According to equations (19), at the point where the
latter is located
M5i = m δij v j = mvi and Mij = 0,
so in this case P~ coincides with the particle momen~ = 0. Let us now suppose
tum three-vector, and M
that in some system of Cartesian coordinates the considered particle has the coordinates xi . Let us transport M to the origin of this system. Then, according
to formulae (2), in the O-basis associated with these
coordinates,
M5j (0)
Mij (0)

= M5j (x) = mvj
= xi M5j (x) + xj Mi5 (x)
= m (xi vj − xj vi ),

~ ) corresponding to
and consequently the pair (−P~ , M
the transported M is such that P~ coincides with the
particle momentum three-vector transported to the
origin according to ordinary rules of parallel trans~ coincides with the
port for three-vectors, and M
three-vector of the particle angular momentum relative to the origin. Since the latter can be selected
arbitrarily, this correspondence between M and the
particle momentum and angular momentum will exist
at every point. Naturally, each of the three-vectors
~ ) can be transported to any other
in the pair (−P~ , M
point in space according to the rules of parallel transport for three-vectors, however, the pair as a whole
will correspond to the (3+1)-tensor M only at the
point with respect to which the angular momentum
is defined.
We thus see that the momentum and angular momentum in classical nonrelativistic mechanics can be
described by a single geometric object—by the antisymmetric (3+1)-tensor M . It is natural to called
the latter the momentum–angular momentum tensor.
One of the advantages of such a description compared
to the description in terms of three-vectors is that M
can be defined in a purely local way, with no reference to any other point in space. For example, in
the case of a single point particle, at the point where
e
the latter is located the E-component
of M is expressed in terms of the particle momentum and the
e
Z-component
of M is zero. Having defined the tensor M this way, one can then transport it to any

dP~ /dt = F~ ,

(23)

where P~ is the particle momentum and F~ is the acting
e
force. Since P~ corresponds to the E-component
of the
(3+1)-tensor M , one may suppose that the above
e
equation of motion corresponds to the E-component
of some three-plus-one-tensor equation. One should
expect that the left-hand side of this latter equation is
the time derivative of M and that its right-hand side
is some antisymmetric (3+1)-tensor of rank 2, which
I will denote as K . Thus, the three-plus-one-tensor
equation will have the form
dM
M/dt = K ,

(24)

and now we should determine how K is related to the
known three-vector quantities.
Let us introduce in space some system of Cartesian
coordinates and let x(t) denote the trajectory of the
particle. To evaluate the time derivative in the lefthand side of equation (24), one should take the tensor
M (t + dt) at the point x(t + dt), transport it according to the rules of parallel transport for (3+1)-tensors
to the point x(t), subtract from it the tensor M (t) at
6

that point, and divide the difference by dt. Follow- D. Bivector derivative
ing this procedure, one will find that in the O-basis
Let us consider the group of active Poincare tranforassociated with the selected coordinates,
mations of scalar, four-vector and four-tensor fields
mvi (t + dt) − mvi (t)
d(mvi )
j
K5i (t) =
=
= δij F (t). in flat space-time. Let us distinguish in it some onedt
dt
parameter family H that includes the identity transe
Similarly, since at any t the Z-component
of M (t) at formation. Let us denote the parameter of this family as s and the image of an arbitrary field G under a
the point x(t) is zero, one will have
transformation from H as Πs {G}. It is convenient to
take that the identity transformation corresponds to
Kij (t) = vi (t) M5j (t) + vj (t) Mi5 (t)
s = 0.
= mvi (t)vj (t) − mvj (t)vi (t) = 0.
For the selected one-parameter family H and for
As M , K can be represented by a pair of three- any sufficiently smooth field G from the indicated
vectors. The results we have just obtained mean that class of fields, one can define the derivative
at the point where the particle is located, the pair
corresponding to K is (−F~ , ~0). In the particular case
DH G ≡ (d/ds)Πs {G}|s=0 ,
(26)
where no forces act on the particle, one obtains
which is a field of the same type as G. It is apparent
dM
M/dt = 0,
that for every type of fields, the operators DH corwhich is nothing but the conservation law for mo- responding to all possible one-parameter families H
mentum and angular momentum of a free particle, make up a 10-dimensional real vector space, which is
nothing but the representation of the Lie algebra of
written down in the language of (3+1)-tensors.
the Poincare group that corresponds to the considSuppose now that F~ 6= 0. Let us transport the
ered type of fields.
tensors in both sides of equation (24) to some other
Let us introduce in space-time some system of
point O. As we know, the pair corresponding to the
Lorentz coordinates xα and select a basis in the
transported M will consist of the particle momentum
space of operators DH consisting of the six operathree-vector with the minus sign and of the threetors Mµν that correspond to rotations in the planes
vector of particle angular momentum relative to O.
xµ xν (µ < ν) and of the four operators Pµ that corSimilarly, one can find that the pair corresponding to
respond to translations along the coordinate axes. If
the transported K will consist of the three-vector −F~
one parametrizes the indicated transformations with
transported to O according to the rules of parallel
the parameters ω αβ and aα introduced in section B,
transport for three-vectors, and of the three-vector
~ of the force moment relative to O. Thus, when then for an arbitrary scalar function f one will have
K
transported to the indicated point, the three-plusPµ f (x)
= ∂µ f (x)
(27)
one-tensor equation (24) is equivalent to the following
Mµν f (x) = xν ∂µ f (x) − xµ ∂ν f (x),
two three-vector equations: equation (23) and the
equation
for an arbitrary four-vector field U one will have
~ /dt = K.
~
dM
(Pµ U)α (x)
= ∂µ U α (x)
In the case of a system of point particles, one can
α
(M
U)
(x)
= xν ∂µ U α (x) − xµ ∂ν U α (x) (28)
µν
sum up equations (24) corresponding to all the parti+ (Mµν )αβ U β (x),
cles in the system, provided one first transports them
all to some point O, and obtain the three-plus-onetensor equation

where the components correspond to the Lorentz
four-vector basis associated with the selected coortot
tot
dM
M /dt = K ,
(25) dinates; and so on.
With transition to some other system of Lorentz
which is apparently equivalent to two three-vector coordinates with the origin at the same point, the
equations that equate the time derivatives of the to- derivatives Mµν G transform with respect to the intal momentum three-vector and of the three-vector of dices µ and ν as components of a four-vector 2-form,
total angular momentum relative to O respectively to and the derivatives Pµ G transform with respect to µ
the three-vector of total force evaluated in the usual as components of a four-vector 1-form. Consequently,
way and to the three-vector of the total force moment if one constructs out of these quantities the fields
relative to O.
e µ and MG ≡ M|µν| G · O
eµ ∧ O
e ν , (29)
PG ≡ Pµ G · O
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e µ is the basis of four-vector 1-forms associ- coordinate system, will be the same at any choice of
where O
ated with the selected coordinate system, these fields the latter. Similar to equations (30), one will have
will be the same at any choice of the latter. From the relations
definition (29) it follows that at every point in spacePµ G = < DG , pµ ∧ p5 >
time
M
µν G = < DG , pµ ∧ pν >,
Pµ G = < PG , Eµ >
(30)
Mµν G = < MG , Eµ ∧ Eν >,
basing on which one can regard Pµ G and Mµν G as
where Eµ is the four-vector basis corresponding to the particular values of the derivative whose argument
Lorentz coordinate system with respect to which the is a five-vector bivector, and which in view of this
operators Pµ G and Mµν G are defined. If the fields PG I will call the bivector derivative. For any Lorentz
and MG were completely independent of the choice of coordinate system one will apparently have
the Lorentz coordinate system, then basing on relaPµ G = Dpµ ∧p5 G and Mµν G = Dpµ ∧pν G,
(31)
tions (30) one could regard Mµν G as a special kind of
derivative whose argument is a four-vector bivector:
where pA is the P -basis associated with these coordinates. Comparing the latter formulae with formulae
Mµν G ≡ DEµ ∧Eν G,
(27) at the origin, one can see that for any active
and Pµ G as a derivative whose argument is a four- regular basis eA and any scalar function f ,
vector:
Deµ ∧e5 f = ∂eµ f and Deµ ∧eν f = 0.
(32)
Pµ G ≡ DEµ G,
and then at any point in space-time, the family H for
which the derivative DH is evaluated could be identified in a coordinate-free way by indicating the fourvector and the four-vector bivector that correspond
to this family. The field PG is indeed independent
of the choice of the coordinate system, and it is easy
to see that for all types of fields from the considered
class of fields the operator DEµ coincides with the
operator of the covariant derivative in the direction
of the four-vector Eµ (I am talking about flat spacetime only). However, the field MG does depend on
the choice of the origin, since under the translation
xα → xα + aα it transforms as

From these equations it follows that at the point with
coordinates xα ,
Dpµ ∧p5 f = DpZµ ∧p5 f = Deµ ∧e5 f = ∂eµ f = ∂µ f
and
Dpµ ∧pν f = Deµ ∧eν f + xν Deµ ∧e5 f + xµ De5 ∧eν f
= xν ∂µ f − xµ ∂ν f,

which is in agreement with formulae (27) in the general case (in the latter two chains of equations and in
equations (33) and (34) that follow, eA denotes the
O-basis associated with the considered coordinates).
Comparing formulae (31) with formulae (28) at the
e
MG → MG + PG ∧ A,
origin, one can see that for any Lorentz four-vector
e ≡ aα O
e α , so one cannot regard Mµν G as a basis Eα ,
where A
derivative whose argument is a four-vector bivector
Deµ ∧e5 Eα = 0 and Deµ ∧eν Eα = Eβ (Mµν )βα , (33)
irrespective of the choice of the coordinate system.
Since derivative (26) is associated with active so for any such basis
Poincare transformations, basing on the results of
section B one may expect that at any point in spaceDpA ∧pB Eα = DeA ∧eB Eα
(34)
time the derivatives DH corresponding to various oneparameter families H can be parametrized invariantly at all A and B. From the properties of Poincare transwith five-vector bivectors. To see that this is indeed formations and from definition (26) it follows that for
so, one may observe that with transition from one any scalar function f and any four-vector field V,
Lorentz coordinate system to another, the quantities
DpA ∧pB (f V) = DpA ∧pB f · V + f · DpA ∧pB V, (35)
Mµν G and Pµ G transform respectively as the µν- and
µ5-components of a five-vector 2-form in the P -basis.
which together with equations (33) and (34) gives forConsequently, the field
mulae (28) for an arbitrary four-vector field U. Simiµ
ν
µ
5
lar formulae can be obtained for all other four-tensor
e ∧q
e + Pµ G · q
e ∧q
e ,
DG ≡ M|µν| G · q
fields.
eA is the basis of five-vector 1-forms dual to
where q
One can now consider a more general derivative
the P -basis, pA , associated with the selected Lorentz than DH by allowing the one-parameter family H to
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vary from point to point. For any field G from the
considered class of fields, such a derivative is a field
whose value at each space-time point coincides with
the value of one of the fields DH G for some family
H, which at different points may be different. Everywhere below, when speaking of the bivector derivative
I will refer to this more general type of differentiation.
According to the results obtained above, any such
derivative can be uniquely fixed by specifying a certain field of five-vector bivectors. Therefore, by analogy with the covariant derivative, for any type of
fields D can be formally regarded as a map that
puts into correspondence to every pair consisting of
a bivector field and a field of the considered type another field of that type. For example, the bivector
derivative for four-vector fields can be viewed as a
map
F ∧F
F × D → D,
(36)

where A, as in definition (38), denotes the four-vector
field corresponding to the E-component of A , B denotes the field of four-vector bivectors corresponding
c which
to the Z-component of A , and the operator M,
depends linearly on its argument, has the following
components in an arbitrary four-vector basis Eα :
c E ∧E Eµ = Eν (Mαβ )ν .
M
µ
α
β
It is easy to see that properties (37b) and (37c) follow
from formulae (39) and property (37a), and property
(37a) itself follows from equations (39) and the following simpler property:
D(A+B) U = DA U + DB U,
which is similar to the first equation in definition (38)
and which, together with equations (39), can serve as
a definition of the bivector derivative for four-vector
fields.
The action of operator D on all other four-tensor
fields can be defined either independently—according
to formula (26), or as in the case of the covariant
derivative—according to the equations that express
the Leibniz rule in application to the contraction of
a four-vector 1-form with a four-vector field and to
the tensor product of any two four-tensor fields. The
corresponding formulae are quite obvious and will not
be presented here.
For the bivector derivative one can define the
analogs of connection coefficients. Namely, for any
set of basis four-vector fields Eα and any set of basis
five-vector fields eA one can take

where F ∧F
F is the set of all fields of five-vector bivectors and D is the set of all four-vector fields. From
the definition of the bivector derivative it follows that
map (36) has the following formal properties: for any
scalar functions f and g, any four-vector fields U and
V, and any bivector fields A and B,
D(f A+gB) U = f · DA U + g · DB U
DA (U + V) = DA U + DA V
DA (f U) = DA f · U + f · DA U.

(37a)
(37b)
(37c)

In the third equation, the action of D on the function
f is determined by the rules:

D(A+B) f = DA f + DB f,
(38)
DAZ f = 0, DAE f = ∂A f,

DAB Eµ = Eν ΓνµAB ,

where DAB ≡ DeA ∧eB . According to equations (33),
for any Lorentz four-vector basis and any standard
five-vector basis associated with it, one has

where A denotes the four-vector field that corresponds to the E-component of A .
The properties of D presented above are similar to
the three main properties of the covariant derivative
that are used for defining the latter formally. Using
properties (37) for the same purpose is not very convenient, since to define the bivector derivative completely one has to supplement them with the formulae
that determine the relation of D to space-time metric,
and usually from such relations one is already able to
derive part of the properties expressed by equations
(37). As an example, let us consider the formulae that
· of
express the operator D in terms of the operator ∇
the torsion-free g-conserving covariant derivative and
c defined below, both of
of the linear local operator M
which are completely determined by the metric. For
an arbitrary four-vector field U one has:
c B U,
· A U and DAZ U = M
DAE U = ∇

(40)

Γµνα5 = −Γµν5α = 0
Γµναβ = −Γµνβα = (Mαβ )µν .

(41)

The bivector connection coefficients for any other
choice of the basis fields can be found either by using
the following transformation formula:
Γ0µνAB = (Λ−1 )µσ Γστ ST Λτν LSA LTB
+ (Λ−1 )µσ (DST Λσν )LSA LTB ,

(42)

which corresponds to the transformations E0α =
Eβ Λβα and e0A = eB LBA of the four- and five-vector
basis fields, or by using formulae (39). In particular,
for an arbitrary four-vector basis and the corresponding active regular five-vector basis one has
Γµνα5 = Γµνα and Γµναβ = (Mαβ )µν ,

(39)
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(43)

where Γµνα are ordinary four-vector connection coef·.
ficients associated with ∇
Let me also observe that the quantities DAB G for
an arbitrary field G can be presented as derivatives
with respect to the components of the bivector R introduced in section B. Indeed, according to the definition of the operators Pµ and Mµν , one has
D5µ G = −(∂/∂aµ )Π{G}|ωαβ =aα =0
Dµν G = (∂/∂ω µν )Π{G}|ωαβ =aα =0

(µ<ν),

from the group of motions of three-dimensional Euclidean space. This can be done in a standard way if
one knows how such transformations affect the states
of motion of the system. Namely, for any transformation from the indicated group the image Π{L} of
the Lagrange function is such a function of the state
of motion that for any C
Π{L}(Π{C}) = L(C),

(44)

(47)

where Π{C} is the image of state C under the considwhere it is assumed that the image Π{G} of field ered active transformation. It is apparent that equaG under an infinitesimal Poincare transformation is tion (47) can be presented in the following equivalent
a function of parameters ω αβ and aα . In view of way:
equations (11), the latter formulae can be rewritten
Π{L}(C) = L(Π−1 {C}),
(48)
as
−1
where Π is the transformation inverse to Π. BasD5µ G = (∂/∂R5µ )Π{G}|Rαβ =R5α =0
(45) ing on definition (47), one can define the derivative
Dµν G = (∂/∂Rµν )Π{G}|Rαβ =R5α =0 ,
of L relative to some one-parameter family of transformations
H as follows: DH L is such a real-valued
and since Dµν = −Dνµ and Rµν = −Rνµ , the second
function
of
the state of motion that for any C
equation will be valid at µ > ν as well. Since D =
µ5

−D5µ , one can write that

DH L(C) = (d/ds)Πs {L}(C)|s=0 ,

(49)

5µ

Dµ5 G = (∂/∂(−R ))Π{G}|Rαβ =R5α =0 ,
so if one takes R = −R , as it has been done in
section B, one will have

where s is the parameter of the considered family.
If one proceeds from definition (48), then instead of
(49) one will have the following equivalent definition:

DAB G = (∂/∂RAB )Π{G}|R=0 ,

DH L(C) = (d/ds)L(Π−1
s {C})|s=0 .

µ5

5µ

(46)

(50)

for all A 6= B, which is one more argument in favour
By using some particular set of variables for charof the choice (12).
acterizing the state of motion of the system, for example, the coordinates of all the particles in some
Cartesian coordinate system and the components of
E. Bivector derivative of the Lagrange function
their velocities in the corresponding three-vector basis, it is not difficult to show that derivatives (49) for
In the previous section I have defined the bivector
all one-parameter families H are correlated with the
derivative for scalar, four-vector and four-tensor fields
derivatives of scalar, three-vector and three-tensor
in flat space-time. In a similar manner the bivector
fields relative to all these families in the following
derivative can be defined for more complicated obsense: if families H, H0 , and H00 are such that for any
jects. As an example, I will now consider the definifield G from the indicated class of fields,
tion of the analog of the bivector derivative in threedimensional Euclidean space for the Lagrange funcDH G = a · DH0 G + b · DH00 G,
tion of a system of several point particles, in classical
nonrelativistic mechanics.
where a and b are some real numbers, then for any
As is known, the state of motion of such a system at state of motion C,
every moment of time can be fixed by specifying the
position of each particle in space and its velocity. The
DH L(C) = a · DH0 L(C) + b · DH00 L(C).
Lagrange function L for this system can be viewed as
a map that puts into correspondence to each allowed This fact enables one to construct another function
state of motion C a real number, L(C). In the general of the state of motion, which, as L, may explicitly
case this map may be explicitly time-dependent.
depend on time, but whose values will be covariThe bivector derivative of the Lagrange function antly constant fields of antisymmetric (3+1)-tensors
can be defined according to an equation similar to of rank two rather than numbers. To this end, let us
formula (26). For that one apparently has to de- observe that as in the case of space-time, to every onefine first how L changes under active transformations parameter family H one can put into correspondence
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a certain covariantly constant field A of three-plusone-vector bivectors, such that the derivative DH G of
any scalar, three-vector or three-tensor field G can be
presented as the contraction < DG, A >, where DG
is a three-plus-one-vector 2-form independent of H,
whose values are quantities of the same kind as those
of G. In a similar way one can define the scalarvalued three-plus-one-vector 2-form DL, which will
be a function of the state of motion of the system
(and of time), by taking that for any C
< DL(C), A > = DH L(C),
where A is an arbitrary covariantly constant field
of three-plus-one-vector bivectors and H is the oneparameter family that corresponds to it. Since
DH L(C) is simply a number, from the fact that A
is covariantly constant follows that at any C the field
DL(C) will be covariantly constant, too.
Characterizing the state of motion of the system
with coordinates xi` of all the particles in some Cartesian coordinate system and with the components
v`i ≡ dxi` /dt of their velocities in the corresponding
three-vector basis (the index ` numerates the particles), it is not difficult to evaluate the components of
DL in the basis of three-plus-one-vector 2-forms corresponding to the P -basis of (3+1)-vectors associated
with the selected coordinates. One obtains:
X
Di5 L =
∂L/∂xi`
(51)
`

and
Dij L =


X
xj ` · ∂L/∂xi` − xi ` · ∂L/∂xj` ,

(52)

`

where xi ` ≡ δij xj` . Since the quantities ∂L/∂xi` are
covariant components of the force that acts on the
`th particle relative to the basis of three-vector 1forms associated with the selected coordinate system,
equations (51) and (52) mean that at the origin O of
e
this system the E-component
of DL corresponds to
the three-vector 1-form of the total force that acts on
e
the system and the Z-component
of DL corresponds
to the three-vector 2-form of the total force moment
relative to O taken with the opposite sign. Therefore,
−DL is exactly the three-plus-one-vector 2-form K tot
introduced in section C.
Among other thing, from the latter fact follows the
result we have obtained earlier: that momentum and
angular momentum of a system of particles in classical nonrelativistic mechanics can be described by
a single local object—by a three-plus-one-vector 2form. Indeed, according to the equations of motion,
the force that acts on the particle and the moment
11

of this force relative to an arbitrary point O are total
time derivatives respectively of the particle momentum and of its angular moment relative to O. Consequently, the three-plus-one-vector 2-form K is also a
total time derivative of some (3+1)-tensor. Since in
the nonrelativistic case time is an external parameter,
the rank of this (3+1)-tensor should be the same as
that of K , and according to what has been said above,
e
at an arbitrary point in space the E-component
of
this (3+1)-tensor will correspond, with the opposite
sign, to the three-vector 1-form of the particle moe
mentum, and its Z-component
will correspond to the
three-vector 2-form of the particle angular momentum relative to that point.
Appendix: Contravariant basis
As in the case of any other vector space endowed with
a nondegenerate inner product, to any basis Eα in V4
one can put into correspondence the basis
Eα ≡ g αβ Eβ ,

(53)

which will be called contravariant. Here, as usual,
g αβ denote the matrix inverse to gαβ ≡ g(Eα , Eβ ).
Definition (53) is equivalent to the following relation:
e α , V > = g(Eα , V) for any four-vector V,
<O
e α is the basis of four-vector 1-forms dual
where O
to Eα . The latter relation means that the fourvectors Eα are inverse images of the basis 1-forms
e α under the map V4 → Ve4 defined by the inner
O
product g. From definition (53) it also follows that
e α that
g(Eα , Eβ ) = δαβ , so the four-vector 1-forms O
make up the basis dual to Eα are images of the basis four-vectors Eα under the indicated map. It is
evident that when Eα is a Lorentz basis in flat spacetime, associated with some Lorentz coordinate system xα , one has Eα = ∂/∂xα , where xα are the corresponding covariant coordinates. It is also evident
that at any affine connection relative to which the
metric tensor is covariantly constant, the relation between the bases Eα and Eα is preserved by parallel
transport, and it is easy to see that in this case
∇µ Eα = − Γαβµ Eβ ,
where Γαβµ are the connection coefficients corresponding to the basis fields Eα .
In a similar manner, by using the nondegenerate
inner product h, one can define the contravariant basis eA corresponding to an arbitrary five-vector basis
eA :
eA , v > = h(eA , v) for any five-vector v,
<o

eA is the basis of five-vector 1-forms dual to
where o
eA . However, such a definition of the contravariant basis is inconvenient in two ways. First of all,
the contravariant basis corresponding to an arbitrary
standard basis eA will in general not be a standard
basis itself (this will be the case only if eA is a regular basis). Secondly, since the inner product h is
not conserved by parallel transport, the latter will
not preserve the correspondence between eA and eA
either. In view of this, in the case of five-vectors it is
more convenient to define the contravariant basis in
another way. Namely, for any standard basis eA one
takes that
eα = g αβ eβ and e5 = e5 .

P -basis (55), the components of the tensor T that
describes the active Poincare transformation corresponding to transformation (3) of Lorentz coordinates, are given by formula (5).

(54)

It is a simple matter to see that the first four vectors
of the contravariant basis defined this way satisfy the
relation
eα , v > = g(eα , v) for any five-vector v,
<o
which, however, is not equivalent to the first equation in definition (54) since it does not fix the Ecomponents of the vectors eα . It is not difficult to
see that the basis of five-vector 1-forms dual to eA ,
eA , is expressed in terms of
which will be denoted as o
A
e
the basis 1-forms o as
eα = o
eβ gβα and o
e5 = o
e5 .
o
The first of these equations is equivalent to the relation
eα , v > = g(eα , v) for any five-vector v,
<o
eα are images of the basis fivewhich means that o
vectors eα with respect to the map ϑg : V5 → Ve5
defined in section 3 of part II. It is also evident that
from eα ∈ Eα follows eα ∈ Eα .
According to definition (54), the contravariant P basis associated with some system of Lorentz coordinates xα in flat space-time is expressed in terms of
the corresponding contravariant O-basis as
pα = eβ + xα e5 and p5 = e5 .

(55)

Among other things, from the latter equation it fole
lows that in such a P -basis, the five-vector 1-form x
introduced in section 5 of part I has the components
(xα , 1). Since the correspondence between pA and
pA is preserved by parallel transport, from formula
(55) one finds that for the contravariant O-basis
∇µ eα = − δµα e5 and ∇µ e5 = 0.
Finally, it is a simple matter to show that in the basis of five-tensors of rank (1, 1) associated with the
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